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Fostering a cross-pollination between the digital and the physical, Nick Ervinck 
(°1981, Belgium) explores the boundaries between various media. Studio Nick 
Ervinck applies tools and techniques from new media, in order to explore the 
aesthetic potential of sculpture, 3D prints installation, architecture and design. 

Through his divergent practice, a strong fascination with the construction of space is 
noticeable. Not only does Nick Ervinck focus on the autonomous sculptural object, he 
also questions its spatial positioning and points to the phenomenological experience 
and embodiment of space. Ervinck’s work in short oscillates between the static and the 
dynamic, prospecting new virtual or utopian territories. 

Nick Ervinck’s work has been included in numerous group shows, nationally as well as 
internationally. His work has been exhibited at Ars Electronica Linz, Musée Paul Valéry Sète, 
CBK Emmen, Beelden aan Zee Den Haag, Bozar Brussels, LABoral Gijon, MOCA Shanghai, 
MARTa  Herford, Kunstverein Ahlen, Koraalberg Antwerp, Zebra-straat Ghent, HISK Ghent, 
Vrijstaat O./Freestate Ostend, Superstories Hasselt, BrakkeGrond Amsterdam, MAMA 
Rotterdam, Hermitage Amsterdam, Ron Mandos Amsterdam Creative World Biennale 
Oklahoma, Highlight San Francisco,Telic Art Exchange Los Angeles/Berlin.
In 2005, he received the Godecharle prize for Sculpture, to be followed by the Mais prize 
of the City of Brussels and the Prize for Visual Art of West-Flanders in 2006. In 2008, 
Ervinck was a laureate of the RodenbachFonds Award, and he won the audience award for 
new media at Foundation Liedts-Meesen.

INTRODUCTION

1. Le Regard Mental, Rene Magritte, 1948
2. Memory of a journey, Rene Magritte, 1955
3. Crazy cottage, Battersea park, London
4. Albert I Memorial, Nieuwpoort
5. Architecture
6. Wooden frame, Malaysia
7. Piet Mondriaan
8. Scaffold
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As a sculptor, I have one foot firmly planted in the digital world. This means that 
I do not only use the computer as an instrument, but that the digital logic largely 
determines my artistic thought and method as well. By pushing boundaries and 
experimenting with the latest (software) techniques, I try to create complex forms 
that were unthinkable before. 

Both organic, geometrical, fluid and massive, my artworks thus demonstrate the sculpture 
as a cross-over, as a visual hybrid. Floating between high tech and low tech, they refer to 
classical sculpture, but also to the language of futurism, sci-fi and high technology. My work 
is both avant-gardist (in the use of the newest technology, and historicist (in its references 
to art history and manual sculpting processes). However using 3D technology, I design 
my objects ‘by hand’, using no programming or algorithms. I believe that this position is 
unique, as strictly computer generated art mostly is ‘amnesiastic’. With this portfolio I 
want to propose an exhibition project that is based on my latest series of artworks. This 
‘plant mutation’ project consists of 3D-printed sculptures and ceramic artworks. These 
works are a hybrid of different traditions and methods of art and design. I build on the 
craftsmanship of the past by combining my background in sculpture and my ability to use 
modern technology to bring to life true artistic vision. This results in a fascinating interplay 
between old and new, between tradition and innovation, sculpture and new media. 

I sincerely hope this information will enable you to form an opinion of my work, my 
motivations and my potential.

Nick Ervinck

STATEMENT

VIUNAP, 2013
FDM 3D Print
68 x 94 x 108 cm
26,8 x 37 x 42,5 inches
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SIUTOBS 2006 
bricks, concrete, wood, iron, polyurethane, polyester
65 x 192 x 135 cm
25,6 x 75,6 x 53,1 inches

RETPOCIUS, 2007 - 2008
Polyester, plexi
20 x 65 x 30 cm
7,9 x 25,6 x 11,8 inches
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TRIAFUTOBS, 2007 - 2008
polyester, plexi
20 x 65 x 30 cm
7,9 x 25,6 x 11,8 inches

CORECHNOTS, 2007 - 2008
Bricks, wood, polyester, plexi, polyurethane, concrete, lamps
135 x 135 x 70 cm
53,1 x 53,1 x 27,6 inches
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CORECHNOTS, 2008
Print mounted on pvc
50 x 100 cm
19,7 x 39,4 inches

COLBATROPS, 2007
Print mounted on pvc
50 x 100 cm
19,7 x 39,4 inches
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COLBATROPS, 2006
print mounted on pvc
60 x 87 cm
23,6 x 34,3 inches

TRIAFUTOBS, 2006 - 2007
Print mounted on pvc
50 x 50 cm
19,7 x 19,7 inches
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REWATONK, 2009 - 2017
3D print
dimensions variable

EGATONK, 2009
print mounted on pvc
100 x 200 cm
39,4 x 78,7 inches 
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NOITERKSA, 2016 - 2017
Study

REWOTFIU, 2009 - 2016
3D print
60 x 31 x 38 cm
23,6 x 12,2 x 15 inches
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With KOMANIL, Nick Ervinck brings into question the opposition between the 
conventional architectural space (box) and the virtual design (blob). He translates 
this opposition to a new level by transforming the sculpture into a large ceiling ornament 
in this virtual, non-existent space. This breaks with the classic vertical presentation of 
artworks on a wall or in the room.

Nick Ervinck creates an interesting dialogue between the organic design and the 
architecture surrounding it. This results in a thin line between virtual and real, between 
immaterial and material. Ervinck’s aim is to let architecture and sculpture meet, and 
to explore the realm of the impossible by constantly pushing the limits of what we call 
‘realistic’.

KOMANIL

KOMANIL, 2015 
FDM 3D print 
38 x 39 x 38 cm
15,4 x 15 x 15,4 inches

KOMANIL, 2015 
FDM 3D print 
38 x 39 x 38 cm
15,4 x 15 x 15,4 inches
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YARONULK, 2010
Print mounted on pvc
100 x 200 cm
39,4 x 78,7 inches

YARONULK, 2009 - 2010
3D print
70 x 138 x 90 cm
27,6 x 54,3 x 35,4 inches
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IENULKAR, 2004 - 2006
oak wood
330 x 1105 x 475 cm
129,9 x 435 x 187 inches

IENULKAR, 2006
print mounted on pvc
81 x 112 cm
31,9 x 44,1 inches
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The 20th century was characterized by a growing mobility, and consequently by a 
growing cultural exchange. This exchanges sometimes resulted in a culture clash. 
Nick Ervinck tries to visualize the problems of our hypermobile culture by mounting 
the abbey of Cluny – a Benedictine monastery in France in Romanesque style, dating 
from the 10th to the early 12th century – on an enormous oil tanker. IEBANULK can 
be interpreted as a hypermobile ark of Noah and has reminiscences to a Western Culture, 
which once was very powerful. By combining these two elements, the public is forced to 
observe in a different manner. While the dimensions of the tanker and the cathedral are 
perfectly balanced, the towers are raised beyond proportion. Here, Ervinck points at a 
current ‘tower of Babel-complex’ in our society; a striving to build beyond the sky, in order 
to show off and to reach God, or at least to find the unknown. Yet, IEBANULK will never 
sail away, and therefore it is rather an empty meditative space. IEBANULK is designed fully 
digital and the lower part was moulded by a machine. Resulting out of this working process 
is a symmetric form, with smooth curves, which are polished afterwards.

IEBANULK

IEBANULK, 2004 - 2006
wood, polyester
125 x 250 x 75 cm
49,2 x 98,4 x 29,5 inches

IEBANULK, 2004 - 2006
wood, polyester
125 x 250 x 75 cm
49,2 x 98,4 x 29,5 inches
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ODETTE, 2008
print mounted on pvc
36 x 56 cm
14,2 x 22 inches

ODETTE, 2008
print mounted on pvc
48 x 36 cm
18,9 x 14,2 inches
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IMAGROD, 2010 - 2012
polyurethane, polyester
600 x 400 x 300 cm
236,2 x 157,5 x 118,1 inches

1. Trainline
2. Floating Barn, Ukraine
3. Japanese interior
4. Aubette Theo van Doesburg, 1928
5. Cottage style Architecture, De Panne
6. Aubette, Theo van Doesburg, 1926-28
7. Untitled, Richard Artschwager, Hamburg, 1978
8. The Nuestra Senore de la Altagracia cathedral, Higüey
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